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Abstract-Recently, optical fiber communication technology have made great progress, where has been constantly
exploring new technologies has greatly enhanced communications capabilities in the traditional sense, this
makes the optical fiber communication technology in a broader context has been applied. Deployment of optical
communication systems is costly and reconfiguration is in some cases impossible or uneconomical, therefore the
experiments and simulation of systems are has become necessity to predict and optimize system performance.
This paper highlights on the implement of these technologies by use optisystem program which will increase the
proper understanding of mechanism action of each optical communication component and provides more
freedom to explore design parameters than analytic calculations and physical experiments thus allows students to
develop an intuitive understanding of optics in a rapid way.
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I.
In recent years,

INTRODUCTION

the optical communication systems become to evolve at a rapid pace, therefore Optical

communication systems today involve a very high degree of complexity. The design and analysis of these systems,
which normally includes multiple signal channels, different topologies, nonlinear devices, and non-Gaussian noise
sources, is highly complex and labor-intensive. Advanced software tools make the design and analysis of these
systems quick and efficient [1].
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The growing demand for commercial software for simulation and design of optical communication systems
has led to the availability of a number of different software

solutions. More popular of these the optisystem

software as we noted in [2, 3].
OptiSystem (OptiWave Inc.) is an innovative optical communication system simulation package for the design,
testing and optimization of virtually any type of optical link in the physical layer of a broad spectrum of optical
networks, from analog video broadcasting systems to intercontinental backbones. A system level simulator based on
the realistic modeling of fiber optic communication systems, it possesses a powerful new simulation environment
and a truly hierarchical definition of components and systems. Its capabilities can also be easily extended with the
addition of user components and seamless interfaces to a range of widely used tools. OptiSystem represents an
optical communication system as an interconnected set of blocks. Each block is simulated independently using the
parameters specified by the user for that block and the signal information passed into it from other blocks [4].
As physical signal are passed between components in a real-world communication system, “signal” data is
passed between components models in the simulation.

These blocks are graphically represented as icons in

OptiSystem. There are many benefits to use this simulation software like, the visual representation of design
options , scenarios to present prospective, the dramatic reduction of investment risk and time to market, and low
cost prototyping. Regarding

education

field,

using this software is beneficial to train the abilities of students,

such as independent analysis, design and ability to solve practical problems [5], thus allow students to develop an
intuitive understanding of optics in a rapid way.
II.
The work

introduced

in

[5], implement

experiment using basic OptiSystem models. But
basic

technologies

RELATED WORK
some the basic technologies in optical fiber communication

here we will

complement previous work

by adding

other

that has achieved in optical fiber communication like the dispersion compensation fiber,

DBM technology and simulate them by the same software.

A. DWDM System Simulation:
DWDM is one of the most recent and important phenomena in the development of fiber optic transmission
technology

, it is widely used in today's telecommunication

networks. However, the economical factor makes

DWDM systems available only for application in long-haul systems with demand for high capacity [6].
The basic concept of a DWDM is illustrated in figure 1. Dense wavelength division multiplexing is a fiberoptic transmission technology that employs light wavelengths to transmit data parallel-by-bit or serial-by-character.
DWDM puts together multiple signals and sends them at the same time along a fiber, with transmissions taking
place at different wavelengths. This turns a single fiber into the virtual equivalent of a handful of fibers. The most
modern of these systems allows for much more than a handful of fibers.
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Figure 1. Block Diagram of a basic or typical DWDM System [7]

The OptiSystem model proposed eight optical channels

DWDM

system is shown in figure 2. On the

transmission side of the system Optical signals are generated by 8- laser diodes (193.1THz- 193.8THz ) operating in
the 1550 nm region are plotted in one block .In order to get the results connect this system , then run the simulation
program.

Figure 2. OptiSystem DWDM system diagram

The heart of the DWDM system is the optical multiplexing and demultiplexing devices. The optical
multiplexer combines these input signals into a polychromatic output signal, and then launched this polychromatic
signal into a single optical fiber for transportation. Figure 3 shows the spectrum of the 8-channels multiplexed
signal at output of MUX.
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Figure 3 Spectrum of the 8-channels multiplexed signal at output of multiplexer

The optical demultiplexer receives the combined signal from the MUX at the remote end of the link. In the
DMX the combined optical signal is separated into the original wavelengths of optical communication. Figure 4
shows the frequency spectrum of each channel after DMX.
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Figure 4. The channels spectrum analysis chart after DMX

According to above charts, this system has achieved the basic functions of DWDM systems and enhanced the
understanding of this technology.
B. Optical Amplifier System Simulation:
Optical amplifiers, as their names imply, amplify light signals solely in the optical domain without the need
for optical to electronic conversion .With the demand for longer transmission lengths, optical amplifiers have
become an essential component in long-haul fiber optic systems. Semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs), erbium
doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs), and Raman optical amplifiers lessen the effects of dispersion and attenuation
allowing improved performance of long-haul optical systems [8].
EDFA is the best known and most frequently used optical amplifier suited to low loss optical window of silica
based fiber [9]. The explosion of dense wavelength-division multiplexing (DWDM) applications, make erbium
doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs), an essential fiber optic system building block. EDFAs allow information to be
transmitted

over longer distances without the need for conventional repeaters [10].

Figure 5 shows OptiSystem optical amplification system design based on EDFA. The system consists of two
input signals (1550 nm -1555 nm), a pump laser (980 nm), and an ideal multiplexer, EDFA, optical spectrum
analyzers and other devices integral. The pumping at 980nm is used to excite the doped atoms to a higher energy
level according to basic principle of the EDFA in [11].
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Connect the system in figure 5 and run the simulation, then we can observe the amplified effect. Figure 6.a
shows the optical spectrum before amplified while figure 6.b shows the optical spectrum after amplified. Comparing
the two graphs, it can be clearly seen that the value of intensity has been increased without reshape the optical signal
spectrum after amplified, this proves that system has achieved the function of optical amplification technology.

Figure 5. OptiSystem EDFA system diagram

a. Before amplified

b. After amplified

Figure 6. The signals spectrum of the optical before and after amplified.

C. DCF System Simulation:
Dispersion compensating fiber (DCF) is the predominant technology for dispersion compensation [12]. The
use of dispersion compensating fibers (DCF) has emerged as one of the most practical techniques to compensate for
the chromatic dispersion in long-haul optically amplified standard fiber transmission systems [13]. As products of
DCF are more mature, stable, not easily affected by temperature, wide (O) bandwidth, DCF has become a most
useful method of dispersion compensation and has been extensively studied.
Dispersion compensating fibers (DCFs) are specially designed fibers with negative dispersion. The high value
of negative dispersion is used to compensate for positive dispersion over large lengths of standard single- mode
fibers (SSMFs).Spans made of single-mode fibers and dispersion compen-sating fibers are good candidates for long
distance transmission as their high local dispersion is known to reduce the phase matching giving rise to four wave
mixing in wavelength division multiplexed (WDM) systems.
As shown in figures 7(a, b, c) the dispersion compensation with DCFs is done by three schemes, pre-, postand symmetrical comp-ensation respectively. In the first method, the optical communication system is pre
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compensated by the dispersion compen-sating fiber of negative dispersion against the standard fiber. In the second
method, the optical communication system is post compensated by the dispersion compensating fiber of negative
dispersion against the standard fiber.
In the third method, the optical communication system is symmetrically compensated by two dispersion
compensating fibers of negative dispersion against the standard fiber in between. Due to the nonlinear nature of
propagation, system performance depends upon power levels [14] and the position of dispersion compensating fibers
[15].

Figure 8. OptiSystem DCF system diagram

(a)Pre Compensation Scheme

Figure7.Three dispersion compensation fiber schemes.

(b)Post Compensation Scheme

(c)Symmetrical Compensation Scheme
Figure7. Three dispersion compensation fiber schemes.
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SMF is applicable for high-capacity, long-distance optical fiber communications due to its tremendous
bandwidth. The dispersion of SMF in the 1550nm window is 17ps/ (nm· km), therefore the use of dispersion
compensating fiber (DCF) is an efficient way to upgrade installed links made of standard single mode fiber
(SMF).The simulation model of the DCF based on the Optisystem is shown in figure 8 , in this system the design
parameters of SMF and DCF are listed in Table I. Connect the system in figure 8 and

run the simulation.

After generating the origin light pulse by optical pulse generator as shown in figure 9.a ,we can see the
spreading pulse in the time domain due to effect of SMF’s chromatic dispersion that which is shown in Figure 9.b
and because DCF’s dispersion characteristics is coincides contrary with the SMF’s will be total transmission line
dispersion value close to zero , thus become easy restoring the origin light pulse, see Figure 9.c . However, the
DFC attenuation is larger, to solve this problem, EDFA was added to compensate linear loss after the DFC and near
to the receiver. Figure 9.d give the ultimate shape pulse after amplified; eventually the system has implemented the
role of DCF technology by optisystem simulation.

(a) Initial Gaussian pulse, 1 mW

(b) Pulse after 100 km SMF

(c) Pulse after 20 km DCF

(d) Pulse after amplification NF =0

Figure 9.Phases of light Pulse evolution along the Fiber.

Fiber

Attenuation
(dB/Km)

Dispersion
(ps/km-nm)

Dispersion Slope
(ps/km-nm2)

SMF
DCF

0.2
o.5

17
-85

0.08
-0.3

Table 1. Fiber parameters
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D. DBM System Simulation:
The modulation format describes how the Data is coded onto the optical signal. As transmission rate increases
from 10 Gbit/s to 40 or even 100 Gbit/s, the spectral characteristics of the signal become wider and the linear and
nonlinear impairments over the transmission fiber are increased. Advanced modulation formats have been use to
achieve high spectral efficiency and to improve the transmission performance. A very interesting modulation format
is optical duobinary, which offers high spectral efficiency and chromatic dispersion tolerance [16].
The Duobinary generates in the OptiSystem by first creating an NRZ doubinary signal using a precoder
and a duobinary pulse generator. The generator drives the first MZM, and then concatenates this modulator with a
second modulator that is driven by a sinusoidal electrical signal has a clock frequency equal to transmission data rate
(here 40 GHz) and for high speed data transmission the clock frequency defines the transmission limit. The
Duobinary used a dedicated precoder (composed of an Exclusive-OR gate with a delayed feedback path as Figure
10 shows ) at transmitter that make it’s receiver can use standard direct detection like the same standard receiver
NRZ format ,thus the receiver detects only the intensity but not the phase.

Figure 10.Pre-coder for a duobinary modulation [17]

According to OptiSystem software the transmitter and receiver designs for this modulation
figures 11, 12 respectively.

Figure 11 Duobinary Transmitter Design
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Figure 12 Duobinary Receiver Design

In the duobinary modulation scheme, the “0” bits are represented by a half-power optical signal and the “1”
bits are represented by a full-power optical signal if the quantity of “0” bits since the last “1” bit is even and by ( 0 )
power level if the quantity of “0” bits since the last “1” bit is odd [18].
According to figure 11 connect the system and run the simulation program, then the simulation results
optical time domain visualizer

of

can be obtained which will explain the aforementioned in figure 13.a. Duobinary

modulation has the advantage of more compact modulated optical spectral width compared to standard NRZ
modulation [19] simulation results of optical spectrum analyzer explain that in figure 13.b.

(a) Time domain
(b) Optical Spectra
Figure 13. Simulated Outputs of duobinary transmitter design

So, this system has achieved the basic role of duobinary modulation technology namely impress the data
on the optical carrier wave using optisystem software.
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III. CONCLUSION
This paper, presented some of optical

communication technologies where the optiystem has

used as

simulation program to implement these technologies. This program plays a major role in the education of students
studying optical communication and related disciplines where provides them a solid education in optical systems
design which must include an understanding of the basic building blocks of optical components and networks as
well as the interplay between them.
IV. FUTURE WORK
In this paper, the work is limited to implement some of the optical fiber communication technologies by using
this software, so we suggest implement more than technology whether been regarding in the modulation,
demodulation, generation, detection or those which address the fiber linear and nonlinear impairments by using this
software to understand the basic function of each ones.
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